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CRYPTOCURRENCY

ZEN is the native cryptocurrency of Horizen. Its optional privacy feature allows you to control
your digital footprint.

ZEN o�ers two di�erent types of addresses:

T-Addresses - Regular addresses for making transactions similar to bitcoin. These transactions are public and transparent on the

blockchain.

Z-Addresses - Also known as shielded addresses, transactions between z-addresses are completely private and anonymous. They

leverage zero-knowledge cryptography to obscure sender and recipient addresses, as well as the amount sent.  

Balances in shielded addresses are private, however, any regular addresses on the receiving end will deshield the token and reveal

the value received on the blockchain.

OVERVIEW

ZEN current price:

$73.96
USD

Volume (24h):

$43,886,370
USD

Total supply:

21,000,000
ZEN

Circulating supply:

11,597,669
ZEN
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Metrics from coinmarketcap.com

ZEN ZEN

GET ZEN

Purchase ZEN online with �at and other

cryptocurrencies

See full list of exchanges

STORE ZEN

Choose from a wide range of wallets and

applications to store and manage your ZEN

See list of wallets

EARN ZEN

Earn ZEN by running incentivised nodes or

contributing hashpower to the Horizen

network

Learn about ZenNodes

Learn about mining ZEN

FREE ZEN

Get free ZEN every day from Horizen Faucet

Visit Faucet

MERCHANT DIRECTORY

We know that it is critically important for people to be able to

use ZEN as a real currency to make real purchases.

We are connected to many crypto-payment providers and are

constantly adding more, so people can plug into the economy

and use Horizen to purchase goods and services with privacy.

SEE MERCHANTS PAGE
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Your �rst name (optiona Your email address Your Country (optio… Subscr ibe  To  Updates

Contact us

General inquiries:

info@horizen.io  

Technical support:

support@horizen.io

ABOUT

What is Horizen?

Team

Roadmap

Technology

Store

Careers

RESOURCES

Block Explorer 1

Block Explorer 2

Block Explorer 3

Block explorer by

UltimateNodes

Block explorer (China)

Block Explorer by

Tokenview

Legal

Support

Public Keys

Media Kit

JOIN OUR COMMUNITY

Twitter

Facebook

LinkedIn

YouTube

Telegram

Medium

Instagram

Discord

Bitcoin Talk

Github

Reddit

Forum

News Blog
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